What about the program appealed to you the most?
The thing that appealed to me most about the CAPA program was the opportunity to do an internship abroad and get credit for it. Also, it was offered in the summer so I wouldn’t have to worry about my classes.

What from your program can you use toward your future career or academic goals?
The internship I got abroad at the Heart Research Institute has already been very beneficial to my education here at the University. I was able to get a job in a lab as soon as I got back. This will also be beneficial towards my application for medical school.

What was your most memorable experience?
My most memorable experience was going to the Great Barrier Reef and snorkeling. It made it seem like you were in an aquarium with how many fish were around and all the different colors. Along with this the friendships and opportunities this provided me will always mean the world to me.

Why should CBS students go abroad?
CBS students should go abroad because it opens your eyes to so many things you have never seen before. This experience is beneficial no matter what you are going into and there are so many things you can reflect on when you get back in interviews and also what you add to your résumé.
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